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We propose the double-metal-film waveguides for THz wave guiding. The loss and field features are analyzed. In the
application of wavelength analysis, we derive the formula of wavelength, and it can be used to analyze the
wavelength of the THz sources according to mode field distribution in the dielectric-substrate slab. The penetrating
capability of the THz wave is also discussed for different structure. When there is more energy in the
dielectric-substrate slab, it will be better for wavelength analysis. 2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (260.3090) Infrared, far; (230.7370) Waveguides; (230.7390) Waveguides, planar.

1. Introduction
In recent years, requirements of THz function devices [1-3] are frequently in the THz field, so the developments of these
devices are essential. There have been all sorts of THz waveguides [4-6], such as metal wire waveguides [7-11], dielectric
pipe waveguides [12-18], parallel plate waveguides [19-23], anti-resonant reflecting hollow waveguides [24,25], single
metal plate waveguides [26-30], THz fibers [3,31,32], and metal tubes [33]. Since they are proposed, many aspects of new
physics and applications have been researched, and many interesting theoretical and experimental conclusions have been
given. These waveguides are used for different functions, such as endoscope [7] and sensor applications of metal wire [10,
11], dielectric pipe sensor [16,17], parallel plate sensor [22] and filter [23], single metal plate sensor [26-30], and THz
switches [34,35]. These have promoted the THz field greatly. However, because the monochromaticity of THz sources [36]
is a key factor, the achievement of single frequency transmission of THz beam is important. The function devices of
monochromatic degree analysis of the THz sources are important and the development is essential. Meanwhile, like the
metal films coated on the outside of double dielectric slabs [37,38], the waveguides have a feature like the parallel plate
waveguides [19-23]. Although the craft is more difficult, the device can be lighter and easier to integrate. The effects of
metal films coated on the inner side of the double dielectric slabs are not discussed yet and new application can be
proposed.
In this paper, we study the features of the symmetrical dielectric-substrate double-metal-film waveguides theoretically.
The application of wavelength analysis of THz sources is proposed, and the THz wave penetrating capability in the
waveguide is analyzed in detail. The formula of wavelength has been derived, and we use this formula and the mode field
distribution in the dielectric-substrate slab to analyze the wavelength of THz wave with different frequencies. The
stronger penetrating capability will be better for applications of wavelength analysis. We believe that these results are
meaningful in the design of THz function device.

2. The derive of dispersion equations of the double-metal-film waveguide
The TE mode of THz wave transmits in the double-metal-film waveguide (the structure is shown in Fig. 1) in z-direction,
the air interval between the two metal films is w = 2a, thickness of each metal film is t = b - a, thickness of each
dielectric-substrate slab is d = c - b.

Fig. 1 The structure of the double-metal-film waveguide
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the wave vector in vacuum. According to the boundary

condition of the waveguide, the dispersion equation of TE mode is derived as [25,37,39]:
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Copper is adopted as the material of the metal film, and its relative permittivity

 2  n2 2

can be gotten according to

the Drude model [40].The material of dielectric slabs is Polystyrene (PS) with a refractive index of n3  1.58  j 0.0036

[41]. The refractive index of air is n1  n4  1.

3. Loss characteristics of the waveguide
When the air interval between the two metal films is w = 1 mm, the thickness of each metal film is t = 1 nm, and the
thickness of each dielectric-substrate slab is d = 1 mm, we get the law of mode loss changing with the THz frequency by
calculating Eq. (2), as shown in Fig. 2 (a) (solid line). We also get the group velocity of the corresponding frequency
according to the equation vg
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, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) (dashed line). By Fig. 2(a), we can see there

is a low cut-off frequency in the double-metal-film waveguide of TE mode, and the cutoff frequency of TE1 mode can be
obtained by the formula

fc 

c
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[19]. In this case, fc = 0.15 THz. Both the loss and dispersion has increased

dramatically near the cut-off frequency. At 0.15 THz, the loss is 441.3 m-1. The loss decreases with the increase of
frequency, and at 2 THz, the loss is only 0.431 m-1.
We also get the law of loss changing with the air interval w between two metal films at f = 1 THz, t = 1 nm, d = 1 mm,
as shown in Fig. 2 (b). The figure shows when w is larger, the loss is very low (the loss is 0.188 m-1 at w = 2 mm), while the
loss has increased dramatically in smaller w. At w = 0.15 mm, the loss is huge (2369.6 m-1), because f = 1 THz has become
the cutoff frequency of the waveguide. For w can be changed continuously, we can realize tunable high-pass filter by using
this waveguide.
At f = 1 THz, w = 1 mm, d = 1 mm, the law of loss changing with each film thickness t is shown in Fig. 2 (c). We can see
when the thickness of each film is thinner the loss is larger, such as at the thickness of the diameter of a copper atom t =
0.255 nm, the loss is 6.44 m-1, while at t = 10 nm, the loss is only 0.15 m-1. We also get the mode field in the metal film at t =
0.255 nm or 10 nm according to Eq. (1), as shown in Fig. 1 (d) and (e), respectively. We can see that when the films are
thinner, the amplitude of the mode field in the metal film is larger (for example it is 0.0224 for t = 0.255 nm, while it is only
about 0.00054 for t = 10nm), which causes the larger loss.

Fig.2 (a) The dependence of loss (solid line) on THz frequency f and the corresponding group velocity (dashed line), the
perpendicular line is the location of the cut-off frequency. (b) The dependence of loss on air interval w between the two
metal films, the perpendicular line is the location of the cut-off width of the air interval. (c) The dependence of loss on the
thickness of each metal film t. (d) and (e) are mode field in metal films at f = 1 THz, w = 1 mm, d = 1 mm, t = 0.255 nm or 10
nm, respectively.

4. The application of wavelength analysis and the penetrating capability of THz wave in the
waveguide
At w = 1 mm, t = 1 nm, d = 1 mm, we get the mode field distribution in the region of air interval and the dielectric-substrate
slab when f = 0.2 THz, 0.5 THz and 1 THz, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) , respectively:

Fig.3 (a) The mode field distribution in the air interval. (b) The mode field distribution in the dielectric-substrate slab
when f = 0.2THz (black line), 0.5THz (red line) and 1THz (blue line).
When the THz frequency changes, the mode field distribution of TE1 mode in the air interval is basically unchanged,
as shown in Fig. 3 (a). This is because even though the wavelength changes, most of the THz wave energy is confined in the
middle air core of the waveguide for the reflecting on the double metal films. The even TE 1 mode has only one energy peak
in the core. However, significant changes of the mode field distribution happen in the dielectric-substrate slab. By Fig. 3
(b), we can see that not only the amplitude of mode field within the dielectric-substrate slab changes significantly versus
frequency, but also its total mode field phase and the initial phase on the interface between the dielectric-substrate slab
and the metal film (left side) are significantly different. The oscillation distribution of the mode field in the slab is due to
the limited thickness of the slab and the considerable energy in the slab. The penetrating capability of lower frequency is
absolutely stronger. The initial phase of mode field on the interface between the dielectric-substrate slab and metal film
moves to left with the increase of frequency, and the total mode field phases in the dielectric-substrate slab is also related
to the wavelength of THz wave. By Fig. 3 (a), we can see the mode field is nadir on the interface of middle air and metal
films, so according to Eq. (1), we can get:
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In the dielectric-substrate slab, the total phases of the mode field is mπ, (m is a positive number), so we have:
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According to Eq. (3) and (4), the wavelength of the THz wave can be gotten by the following relation:
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According to Fig. 3 (b), a rough estimate of m at f = 0.2 THz, 0.5 THz, and 1 THz are

(5)

m  1.9, 4.2, 8.2, respectively. We

can get the wavelengths of THz wave: 1.51 mm, 0.60 mm and 0.30 mm, corresponding to f = 0.2 THz, 0.5 THz, and 1 THz,
respectively by Eq. (5). The calculated wavelength is in good agreement with the theoretical value. In the case of unknown
THz sources, even though the THz sources are not single frequency emitted, we can use this method to realize the analysis
of wavelength and frequency spectrum.
When f = 0.5 THz, w = 1 mm, t = 1 nm, we get the rule of loss changing with the thickness d of each dielectric-substrate
slab, as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
By Fig. 4(a), we can see the loss changes with d desultorily. This is mainly because different dielectric-substrate slab
thicknesses will lead to the ruleless changing of initial phase in the dielectric-substrate slab, which makes the percentage
of energy inside the metal films changes desultorily. The difference of dielectric-substrate slab thicknesses will affect the
penetrating capability of the THz wave. The penetrating capability is stronger at the loss peak.

Fig.4 (a) The dependence of loss on the thickness d of each dielectric-substrate slab. (b) The mode field distribution of d =
2 mm (black line) and w = 5 mm (red line) in the dielectric-substrate slab.
We also get the mode field distribution in the dielectric-substrate slab at d = 2 mm (black line) and 5 mm (red line) as
shown in Fig. 4 (b). By Fig. 4 (b), we can see the penetrating capability is absolutely stronger at d = 2 mm than at d = 5 mm.
When the penetrating capability is stronger, the energy percentage in the metal films is also larger, which make the loss
larger, such as the loss is 6.74 m-1 at d = 2 mm, while it is 6.16 m-1 at d = 5 mm. However, the loss of the waveguide is also
related to the initial phase of mode field in the dielectric-substrate slab. We substitute the wavelength of 0.6 mm, w = 1
mm, and d = 2 mm or 5 mm, respectively into Eq. (5), and get the total phase number are m = 8.397 and 20.992,
respectively. For the mode field on the interface of the dielectric-substrate slab and the outside air (right side) is always
peak, the difference of the fractional portion of m tells us that the initial phase of mode field in the dielectric-substrate slab
will be different. By Eq. (5), we can see the value of m is only related to d, when λ and w are confirmed. However, the
relationship of the fractional portion of m on d is complex, which will lead to the initial phase changes in a complex rule,
thus the loss change desultorily.
In order to know the relationship between penetrating capability and air interval w and the metal film thickness t, we
get the mode field distribution in the dielectric-substrate slab at f = 0.8 THz, t = 0.255 nm, d = 1 mm and w = 0.5 mm, 2 mm
or 4 mm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5 (a):

Fig.5 (a) The mode field distribution of w = 0.5 mm (black line), 2 mm (red line) and 4 mm (blue line) in each
dielectric-substrate slab. (b) The mode field distribution of w = 1 mm (black line), 1.5 mm (red line).
Fig. 5 (a) shows that when w is smaller, the mode field amplitudes in the metal films are significantly larger (when w =
0.5 mm, the mode field amplitudes in the metal films is about 0.052; while it is only about 0.0070 w = 2 mm, and 0.0026
for w = 4 mm), this can be seen from that the initial phase in the slab moves to nadir gradually when w changes from 0.5
mm to 4 mm. So the loss is also larger for smaller w, (for example,

  71.6m1

at w = 0.5 mm while it is only 0.0391

m-1 at w = 4 mm). We can also see that the nadir points of the field in the slab are lower when w is larger. However, the
mode field amplitude in the slab has a largest value when w is between 0.5 mm and 2 mm. We also get the field in the slab
when w = 1 mm and 1.5 mm, as shown in Fig. 5 (b), and find that the amplitude is about 0.07 at w = 1 mm, while it is about
0.06 both at w = 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm. However, the nadir points of w = 1.5 mm are lower. The energy contrast grade of the
amplitude points to the nadir points is larger when w is between 1 mm and 1.5 mm, so it is better for wavelength analysis

in this range. It is worth to point out that when w is too small, the loss will be huge and the waveform will disappear, for
the low frequency cut-off. Comparing Fig. 5 and Fig. 3 (b), 4 (b) we can see the penetrating capability is absolutely
stronger when the film is thinner.

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, we study the features of the symmetrical dielectric-substrate double-metal-film waveguides theoretically.
We propose the high-pass filter application of this waveguide using the tunable low cut-off frequency. We also propose the
application of wavelength analysis of THz sources, and we have analyzed the penetrating capability of THz wave in the
waveguide in detail. The formula of wavelength has been derived, and we analyze the wavelength of THz wave with
different frequencies. The stronger penetrating capability will be better for applications of wavelength analysis, and we
have discussed it for different d, w and t. We believe that these results are meaningful in the design of THz function device.
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